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their flesh and spirits.* From this we 
gather that the vital processes, as well 
as the chemical products, are necessary 
for the maintenance of health, and it 
should make vs hesitate before we sub
scribe to any diet-table submitted to us 
by the chemist, utiles.- k be in accor
dance with the findings of popular expe
rience, ft may be that hereafter the 
chemist shall discover the v; lue -if some

... ,, of those substances, such as krentine,food is generally calculated by the,,van- whicfa vory amaU qQantity jn
tity of albumen it contains, and hitherto animal food, but which, as its name ino
th ere has been a disposition to consider plies, is supposed to be a sort of inmr- 
ihat gelatine only afforded material for nation of flesh—it tin* phrase bo ew- 

tilage and bone, and not for muscles, able : and it may bt the slit ht
This opinion rested upon some expert■ chemical difference in mmunl ot sul-
ments of the French commissioners ap- phtir and xygen mu he di-linviiou
pointed to investigate the rpialitic: o in the laboratory between and
different aliments, who succeeded in | albumen, so equally minute i.... ions of
starving dogs by giving them nothing | chemical ingredients may iml.. 'tolly 
but pure -gelatine to eat. However, different forms of tho aggregi .. die 
these experiments, at once unphilosophi-1 atoms from which the various ti- aro 
cal in their conception and cruel in their I evolved ; and i i impossibli- not. 10 re- 
execution, are entirely refuted by the cognise here how very Small quantities 
fact, that dogs not only lived, but throve j of medicinal agents, properly ud minis- 
and fattened upon a diet consisting of tered, may exercise an enormous effect 
nothing but bones ; a fact corroborated I upon the development of the organism 
by the history of every convalescent How great may be the effect of,Sulphur, 
who is nourished by arrowroot and pure of Phosphorus, oi Silica, for example ! 
soup, as Mulder remarks. Why dogs Wrhile the nutritiousness of food do 
thrive upon bones, and starve upon the pends upon the quantity of albumen and 
pure aliment the bones contain, is a pro- gelatine it contains, its digestibility 
blem of which there are many examples, seems to depend upon the form in which 
some of the most curious of which are they are presented to the system. Aar- 
several instances where horses on a ions attempts have been made to classify 
voyage pined away under the exclusive i the ordinary articles ot animal diet, and 

■ use of grain as food, and, impelled by | some writers, such as Robertson,! give 
the instinctive requirements of their or- a regular schedule, beginning with lnut- 
ganism, tore and eat all the dry wood ton and ending with pork. It is enough 
within their reach ; on this hint they got J ~ 
chips of wood, and vory soon recovered
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Albumen is first coagulated, and thei 
dissolved by the gastric juice ; gelatine 
is simply dissolved, and thu- passed on
wards, a- chyme, to be absorbed into 
the blood. The nutritiousness of am mal
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